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Pronunciation Focus: counting syllables and finding word stress 
Target Level: 
Game Type: 

 
Approximate time: 

mid-secondary 
a path-finding puzzle for students work 
individually or in pairs 
20 minutes 

Preparation 

Make a copy of the maze for each member of the class.  

Presentation 

1. Write the following words on the board: 
word think put  nice 

Point out that these words only contain one vowel sound. They are therefore one-syllable 
words. There are no changes of tone in the words.  
2. Write the following words on the board: 

funny  copy later  office 
Elicit that these words all contain two vowel sounds and therefore two syllables. The first 
syllable is stressed: louder and longer.  
3. Write some three-syllable words from your course on the board. Elicit that these words 

all contain three vowel sounds and therefore three syllables. Point out the stress can 
be on any syllable.  

4. Write a few words from the game on the board. Ask students to say how many 
syllables each word contains, and which syllable is stressed.   

Conducting the game  

1. Give each student a maze. (The game could also be played in pairs.) 
2. Explain the object of the game is to find a path of 13 three-syllable words which the 

stress is on the second syllable (e.g. - ‘ - to’mato, de’liver ) from the start in the top left 
side of the maze to the end in the bottom right. 

3. You can move horizontally, vertically and diagonally.  
4. When students have finished, check the route together.  

Key  

The correct path is: 
tomato-imagine-disaster-abnormal-determine-abandon-elicit-transistor-enormous-di
sciple-fantastic-important-unlikely-cathedral-deliver                



imagine affair interrupt

elicit  sublime

carpet 

disciple disaster 
 

abnormal abandon alive deceive 

conquer sharpen unlikely depend 

holocaust patrol dentist deliver 

alone tomato major decimal

deceive furniture entertain 

commandeer transistor enormous

separate 

accurate determine important 

negative fantastic 

ambulance quantity cathedral 

END
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